
 

 

World Migratory Bird Day 

Migration isn't a one-directional process; it's a colossal process that has been happening in 

all directions for thousands of years. The environmental council celebrated world migratory 

bird day on 8th May. 

 
The event was conducted by the council to make the students aware about migratory birds, 

the reason behind their migration, the season in which they migrate, the part of the globe to 

where they migrate and much more. About 25 children of classes 6th to 8th participated in 

this event in which they were supposed to make a video or reels on migratory birds 

explaining them concisely. Migration isn't a one-directional process; it's a colossal process 

that has been happening in all directions for thousands of years. The environmental council 

celebrated world migratory bird day on 8th May. 

 
The event was conducted by the council to make the students aware about migratory birds, 

the reason behind their migration, the season in which they migrate, the part of the globe to 

where they migrate and much more. About 25 children of classes 6th to 8th participated in 

this event in which they were supposed to make a video or reels on migratory birds 

explaining them concisely. 

 



 
 
 

 

Noise pollution 

 
The Environment Council of DPS Mathura Road organized a workshop on Noise Pollution 

in the second week of May. 

The purpose of the event was to enrich the mind of the student about how detrimental loud 

sound can be for one’s health and body. Various sessions were conducted for the students of 

classes 9th to 12th. This event included skits, standup comedy, general explanation of a 

specific topic related to noise pollution and much more. 

 



 

 

 

Several quizzes were also conducted to challenge the mind of the students and test their 

intellect. It was indeed a great success and witnessed an active participation by about 50 

young ecologists. 

 

WORLD BIODIVERSITY DAY: Bird House Making 

 
The Environment Council of DPS Mathura Road celebrated World Biodiversity Day on 

22nd may. 

 
About 250 children from classes 4th to 8th were connected virtually for an online workshop 

where they were edified to make bird house using old plastic bottles by the vice presidents 

and volunteers of the council. This event lasted for two days. 

 
Lastly, a detailed explanation was given to intensify the curiosity of the young 

environmentalists. The responses received were tremendous. The children were quite 

enthusiastic and looked forward for more such events. 



 
 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT DAY TALK 
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